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Logitech G G440 Hard
Gaming Mouse Pad

$24.99

Product Images

Short Description

The G240 Cloth Gaming Mouse Pad from Logitech is designed for gamers who like to play with low-dpi mice.
With a soft fabric surface area and a rubber base, this mouse pad provides moderate friction and a
consistent texture for swift maneuvers. This feature also makes the G240 mouse pad ideal for Logitech G
Mouse sensors. Furthermore, the G240 is designed with a flexible cloth construction, which allows you to roll
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up the mouse pad, place it in the included hexagonal packaging, and take it with you.

Description

The G240 Cloth Gaming Mouse Pad from Logitech is designed for gamers who like to play with low-dpi mice.
With a soft fabric surface area and a rubber base, this mouse pad provides moderate friction and a
consistent texture for swift maneuvers. This feature also makes the G240 mouse pad ideal for Logitech G
Mouse sensors. Furthermore, the G240 is designed with a flexible cloth construction, which allows you to roll
up the mouse pad, place it in the included hexagonal packaging, and take it with you.

Features
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Features:
Moderate surface friction for low-DPI gaming: Improves mouse control with just the right amount of
friction for sudden starts and stops
Consistent surface texture: Gives you greater tracking performance and aiming precision
Matched to Logitech G sensors: The ideal surface, game-lab-tested to maximize Logitech G mouse
sensor accuracy and performance
Stable, comfortable base: Soft cloth surface improves wrist comfort. Rubber base keeps the pad in
place during high-intensity gaming
Strong, flexible construction: Made of durable materials that easily rolls up for transport

 

Specifications

Surface Material Plastic

Base Material Rubber

Wrist Pad Included No

Dimensions (W x H x D) 13.4 x 11 x 0.1" / 340.36 x 279.4 x 2.54 mm

Weight 8.07 oz / 229 g

Additional Information

Brand Logitech

SKU 943-000093

Weight 0.8000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad
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